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forum historiae iuris

Ivan Milotić (Faculty of Law Zagreb)

An outline of the arbitral procedure in roman law
1. Introduction
The culture of adjudication, i.e. the culture of dispute resolution represents a considerable part of
law and legal culture in whole and has specific importance in the history of law. Some of the earliest
evidences on law specifically relate to dispute resolution process. According to G. Pfeifer, they
date back to third millennium BC (Old Babylonian period).1 No matter on the model of dispute
resolution or whether it was judicial or extrajudicial, throughout the legal history it was a field of law
with considerable significance. Dispute resolution has been a field of law cultivated and appreciated
in various periods, different contexts and diverse legal cultures. In all legal cultures it was of the
greatest importance to have the dispute finally resolved.2 In the Western world Roman law first
systematically dealt with the problem of settling disputes in a different way than going through usual
controversial rulings constrained by judicial jurisdiction. In the West Roman law founded the culture
of arbitral dispute resolution which have ever since (in Middle Ages, New Ages and nowadays)
conceptually and terminologically been relying on the Roman legal tradition. Therefore, the Roman
arbitration is an important part of the legal heritage pertinent to the culture of dispute resolution.

1

Roman law took interest in arbitration because it was perceived as a means of dispute resolution
which might have considerable advantages to civil litigation which was based on law. Arbitration
diverted the disputing parties from excessive civil litigation into various modes of dispute resolution
that were considered to be less confrontational. Roman law recognized variety of extra-judicial
mechanisms of dispute resolution to ensure that the controversies and differences between the
disputing parties were indeed ended. In most cases such different arbitral mechanisms should not
be perceived as alternatives to going to court. Evidences on Roman arbitration indicate important
reasons that stimulated the parties to go beyond constraints of ordinary jurisdiction for resolving
their disputes, conflicts and other differences. Recourse to arbitration was merely a reaction to
disadvantages of Roman civil litigation. In certain legal matter the disputing parties were reasoning
whether to go to court and to take over many unpredictable risks of civil procedure or, optionally,
to use and eventually benefit from practical or psychological advantages of available extra-judicial
mechanisms that were adequate means of resolving their dispute. In cases where civil litigation was
too complicated (because of formalities and procedural stages), slow, beyond financial power of
the disputing parties, risky, considerably subjected to possible risks of excessive claims (pluspetitio)
or when civil justice was de iure or de facto inaccessible or unreachable, arbitration is shown as a
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Pfeifer, G., Judicial Authority in backlit Perspective: Judges in the Old Babylonian Period, in: Forum Historae
Iuris (http://www.forhistiur.de/zitat/1103pfeifer.htm), paragraph 1.
Krey, A., Lay Dispute Resolution Strategies in the Late Middle Ages, in: Forum Historae Iuris (http://
www.forhistiur.de/zitat/1104krey.htm), paragraph 1. See: Cordes, A. – Duve, T., Adjudication Cultures,
Introduction, (http://fhi.rg.mpg.de/static_de/richterkulturen_einf_en.htm).
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necessity.3 Furthermore, civil litigation was guided by formal procedures, while arbitration relied
on informal ones that were in practice easier to achieve, which promoted its attractiveness and
accessibility.
P. Stein explained that in certain cases the Roman formula in procedure per formulas (especially
within bonae fidei iudicia) gave wide discretion to the iudex to award the plaintiff whatever the iudex
thought he should gain according to the dictates of the good faith. On the other hand, P. Stein
noticed that formula was always more rigid in cases of valuation of the debts, which were obviously
very important matters that frequently appeared in the legal practice. A problem could rise in debt
matters if the plaintiff was doubtful about how much he could prove that he was owed4 or if he did
not know exactly how much he was owed or when he was in search for a means to determine the
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amount of what was owed to him. Such procedural circumstances (rigidness) related to formula in
financial disputes facilitated the use of arbitration which is excellently attested in Tabulae Pompeianae
Sulpiciorum.
When the disputing parties arranged arbitration, they gave their consent to whatever award
an arbiter might render. By arranging it they partially or completely (depending upon the exact
type of arbitration) took over the control over the dispute resolution process because the arbitral
proceedings were generally private or at least in most of their content. This is the reason why the
arbitration is often described as a flexible means of dispute resolution adjustable to the practical
needs, desires and interests of the disputing parties.

4

Final settlement of the dispute was the main purpose and the ultimate goal of arbitration. When
Justinian’s jurist compiled 8th title of the 4th book of the Digest, which is the most important source
for arbitrium ex compromisso, in the first place they put Paul’s fragment saying that the functions of
compromissum and iudicium are substantially analogue because they should both ultimately lead ad
finiendas lites 5, i.e. to the final dispute resolution. The science of Roman law identified the expression
ad finiendas lites pertinet not as a classical text, but as an interpolation of Byzantine jurists of the 6th
century.6 By adding this interpolation, the Byzantine jurist explicitly clarified and supplemented
Paul’s wordings (which even in modern science of Roman law are found to be worth of discussing7)
that the arbitration is not sustainable unless it finally ends the dispute. Roman law took interest
in arbitration to ensure that the litigation was indeed ended by arbiter’s award. The award of the
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Stein, P., Roman Arbitration: an English Perspective, in: Israel Law Review, 1995, vol. 29, pp. 215-216; Harries, J.,
Law & Empire in Late Antiquity, Cambridge, 1999, p. 173.
Ibid., pp. 215-216.
Paul., D.4.8.1. J. Harries explained this: “The jurists’ guidelines sought to ensure that arbitration did its job, that it finished the
case”. Harries, J., op. cit. (n. 3), p. 179.
The wording is interpolated in 6th century by the Byzantine jurists. See: Index interpolationum quae in
Iustininani Digestis inesse dicuntur, tom. 1, Ernest Levy – Ernest Rabel (ed.), Weimar, 1929, p. 62.
Puchta, W. H., Das Institut der Schiedsrichter, Erlangen 1823, p. 8; Betti, E., Corso di istituzioni di diritto
Romano, II, Padova, 1931, pp. 687-690; Betti, E., Istituzioni di diritto Romano, Padova, 1947, p. 276; Magdelain,
A., Les actions civiles, Paris, 1954, p. 10; La Pira, G., „Compromissum“ e „litis contestatio“ formulare, in: Studi
in onore di S. Riccobono, n. II, Palermo, 1932, pp. 187, 207, 212; Roby, J. H., Roman Private Law in the Times
of Cicero and of the Antonines, Cambridge, 2000, p. 156; Kaser, M., Das Römische Zivilprozessrecht, München,
1966, p. 170; Broggini, G., Iudex Arbiterve, Prologomena zum Officium des römischen Privatrichters, Köln –
Graz, 1957, p. 202.
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arbiter was adjudication – final and binding determination of parties’ rights and obligations. It had
to finally end all disputes, differences and uncertainties between the disputing parties that had been
mentioned in the arbitral agreement.
Roman law did not define or recognize differences between categories of substantive and
procedural law.8 This is the reason why the Roman jurists and the Roman sources in whole did not
considerably discuss or describe the arbitral procedure, i.e. how arbitration operated in practice.
Their primary concern was to discuss and identify perquisites and guarantees for arbitration to
be practically operative. Therefore, not a single fragment is dealing with the arbitral procedure,
decisive questions and facts of the procedure, the course of the proceedings and its handling. Most
of evidences on the arbitral procedure derive from epigraphic sources (Corpus inscriptionum latinarum,
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Tabulae Herculanenses, Tabulae Pompeianae Sulpiciorum) which record actual arbitral cases, how they were
procedurally operated and lead to final arbitral awards. These epigraphic evidences are primarily of
documentary nature – they are meant to be permanent records of actual case and dispute resolution
mechanism and therefore contain no jurists’ comments and discussions.
This paper will briefly examine the key features and common procedural guidelines of the Roman
arbitration. It will discuss arbitration from the procedural point of view, especially how different
procedural mechanisms and techniques were implemented to achieve goals which made arbitration
distinctive and attractive proceeding: accessibility, flexibility, low cost effectiveness, rapidity and
efficiency. It will give an insight on how the Romans balanced and kept in permanent tension
different procedural values and goals to have the dispute finally resolved. The Roman jurists had no
interest in defining or explaining procedural phenomena, values and ideas or in giving name to them.

7

This does not mean they did not recognize practical meaning and importance of the procedure
and the procedural values. In this paper such practical perceptions of procedural values which are
common to all types of Roman arbitration will be examined as well.
2. An overview of the main guidelines of the arbitral procedure
The arbitral proceeding was initiated once the arbitral agreement achieved its full legal effect. If the
effect of the agreement was postponed, depending upon the suspense condition, perquisites for
an arbiter to handle the proceeding would be fulfilled when the conditional circumstance actually
happened.9 The arbitral agreement could define the exact place of arbitration. If the disputing
parties did not explicitly determine the location of arbitration, the place where the disputing parties
8

9

This distinction was expressed and explained for the first time by Hugo Donellus in his work „Commentarii de
Iure Civili“ (1589). Accordingly, procedural law was defined as realization of substantive law and subjective rights
arising out of it. See: Stein, P., Roman law in European history, Cambridge, 2005, p. 106; Stein, P., Donellus and
the Origins of Modern Civil Law, in: Mélanges Felix Wubbe, Ankum, J. A. – Cannata, C. A. – Feenstra, R. – Le
Roy, Y. – Spruit, J. E. – Weimar, P. (eds.), Fribourg, 1993, pp. 439-452. E. Metger noticed: “ The Romans did
not reflect on their procedural law in the way they reflected on their private law“. Metzger, E., An Outline of
Civil Procedure in Roman Law, in: Cambridge Companion to Roman Law [forthcoming], 2009, p. 3. „Rules
of procedure could be found in many parts of the Corpus iuris but the Romans had never gathered them
systematically or studied procedure as an autonomous subject“. Feenstra, R., Law, in: The Legacy of Rome, A
New Appraisal, Jenkyns, R. (ed.), Oxford, 1992, p. 410.
Roebuck, D. – De Loynes de Fumichon, B., Roman Arbitration, London, 2004, p. 157.
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reached the arbitral agreement was considered to be a place of the arbitration. If the disputing
parties did not set the time limits (within what time the arbitration should be ended), an arbiter was
empowered to make a choice with regard to all circumstances.10 An arbiter would set the period of
time which was convenient (modicum), i.e. reasonable to handle the proceeding and render the arbitral
award. The necessary period of time was not defined by hypothetical legal rule or determined in
practice. An arbiter would set the period of time which was convenient enough for him to handle
the proceeding and to render the award. Its determination should conform to general perceptions
of what was practical, expedient and reasonable in actual case considering complexity of the legal
matter, circumstances, position and interests of both disputing parties. Once a person accepted
his arbitral position (receptum arbitri) and set the necessary period of time, he was bound by what
he had undertaken, which was enforceable by public authorities, i.e. by praetor.11 Texts of Tabulae
Pompeianae Sulpiciorum record arbitrations in which parties had probably given instructions to an
arbiter to resolve their dispute immediately – at one single hearing held in a same day.12
Arbitration in Roman law gives opportunity to the parties to have their dispute resolved in a
language they understand. On the question of language arbitration was fully adaptable and adapted
to the actual needs and desires of the disputing parties.13 The parties could choose the language
they found convenient and understandable for their mutual procedural communication. There were
no constraints for the parties in provinces or in those territories where Roman government was
not fully established to select Latin language and to resolve their dispute following Roman legal and
terminological standards.14 There is substantial number of evidences on arbitrations conducted in

Greece during the Roman rule that were exclusively recorded in Greek language.15 The arbitral files
written exclusively in Greek show a general trend toward usage of Greek language in the arbitral
proceeding as well. D. Roebuck and B. De Loynes de Fumichon stated that some papyri show that
all stages of the arbitral process were recorded in Greek and some in Coptic and other provincial
languages.16 With a high degree of certainty we can reach the conclusion that numerous arbitrations
10 Pomp., D.4.8.14.
11 Ziegler, K.-H., Das private Schiedgericht im antiken römischen Recht, Münchener Beiträge zur
12
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Papyrusforschung und antiken Rechtsgeschichte, No. 58, München, 1971, p. 84 et seq.; Roebuck, D. – De
Loynes de Fumichon, op. cit. (n. 9) p. 96 et seq., pp. 145-147.
Tabulae Pompeianae Sulpiciorum n. 35-37; Camodeca, G., Tabulae Pompeianae Sulpiciorum: Edizione critica
dell'archivio puteolano dei Sulpicii, Rome, 1999, pp. 106-109. Inscriptions belong to the Pompeian banker’s
archive. They record credit affairs and disputes arising out of them resolved exclusively by arbitration ex
compromisso. Wolf, J. G. – Crook, J. A., Rechtsurkunden in Vulgärlatein aus den Jahren 37 – 39 n. Chr., Heidelberg,
1989, pp. 9-23.
Though Latin was an official language of the Roman state, it can not be denied that Roman society was de facto
highly multilingual. Latin was the language of Rome and the western part of the Empire while the eastern cities
and provinces mostly used Greek or other mother tongues in their legal activity or even when they formally
addressed Roman provincial administrative authorities. The court proceeding regularly took place in Latin or in
Greek.
Roebuck, D. – De Loynes de Fumichon, op. cit. (n. 9), p. 177. Detailed catalogue of inscriptions see in: Wilkes,
J. J., Boundary stones in Roman Dalmatia (I. part: The Inscriptions), in: Arheološki vestnik, 1976, vol. 25, pp.
258-274.
See a comprehensive study with numerous epigraphic documents on boundary disputes written in Greek: Ager,
S., Interstate Arbitrations in the Greek World, 337-90 B.C., Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1996.
Roebuck, D. – De Loynes de Fumichon, op. cit. (n. 9), p. 177.
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on boundary disputes in Roman province of Dalmatia between different Liburnic and Dalmatian
communities that took place during the first half of 1st century were conducted at least partially
in provincial languages of local tribal communities, though the inscriptions of final settlement are
exclusively written in Latin.17 On the other hand, Tabula Contrebiensis (87 BC), a famous epigraphic
record of the arbitration between tribal communities in Spain in 1st century BC, shows an opposite
example: the disputing Celtiberian tribal communities agreed not to use their provincial languages
in the dispute resolution process but rather to benefit from technical Roman legal language and
clear concepts of Roman law.18

D. Roebuck and B. De Loynes de Fumichon argued whether the disputing parties could arrange
the rules of the procedure by themselves.19 This was the most important means by which they
voluntarily controlled the arbitration in whole and the procedural peculiarities as well. The disputing
parties defined the scope of arbiter’s powers in the arbitral agreement. If the arbitration was primarily
private (arbitrium boni viri and arbitrium ex compromisso), they could control an arbiter (scope and exercise
of his powers) and the procedure in whole. Though, there are no records in arbitral practice of the
agreements explicitly defining general rules of the arbitral procedure or prescribing the procedural
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techniques that an arbiter was obliged to follow. The choice of the procedural rules was theoretically
possible, but it seems that the procedure and the modus operandi were in main principles modelled
similarly to ordinary judicial process.
Exclusion of publicity was a distinctive attractiveness of Roman arbitration which facilitated
protection of secrecy, confidentiality and an intention to have the dispute settled sine strepitu forensi.
This procedural value is well recorded by Pliny the Younger on the example of the hereditary dispute
of Asudius Curianus decided by three arbiters who acted as boni viri. The hearing and interrogations
were conducted in private premises and the arbitral award was rendered and proclaimed to the
party with legal interest20. The same ratio of arbitration is expressed in ex compromisso proceedings.
Arbitration ex compromisso intended to avoid publicity which regularly attended public hearings in
ordinary judicial proceeding.21 Its purpose, among others, was to protect two major interests: 1)
parties’ intention to have their dispute finally resolved; 2) confidentiality. Ulpianus, one of the most
appreciated Roman classical jurist, in his commentaries to praetor’s edict said the arbitration ex
compromisso needed not to expose secrets of the business transactions (secreta negotii) and of the
personal identities of the disputing parties (intima).22 Arbitration ex compromisso could not result with
infamy (infamia) of any disputing parties. The perquisite for the judicial process to result with infamy
was the publicity of proceedings, i.e. that all the procedural actions were taken in public and that

17 Wilkes, J. J., op. cit. (n. 14), pp. 258-274.
18 Richardson, J. S., The Tabula Contrebiensis: Roman Law in Spain in the Early First Century B.C., in: The Journal

of Roman Studies, 1983, vol. 73, pp. 33-41.

19 Roebuck, D. – De Loynes de Fumichon, op. cit. (n. 9), p. 160.
20 Plinius, Epistula V, 1. (Annio Severo).
21 Stein, P., op. cit. (n. 3), p. 215.
22 Ulp., D.36.3.5.1.
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the award was publicly proclaimed. Exclusion of public in arbitration ex compromisso and denial of
infamy were inevitably connected.
The arbitral procedure was handled orally. E. Metzger noticed that orality generally “lessened
the complexity and secrecy of a procedure dominated by writing”.23 Orality made the procedure
accessible, understandable and adaptable to needs and desires of the disputing parties and to
circumstances that could eventually change. It promoted the use of mother tongue, i.e. spoken
language. It affirmed the active role of the disputing parties and arbiters in the proceedings.
Epigraphic content of Tabulae Pomeianae Sulpiciorum concerning iudicium arbitrale ex compromisso
suggests that audire (ad audiendum) was the leading operative principle. It suggests that arbiters
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scheduled hearing with greatest care and attention in order to provide the arbitral process with
all the necessary perquisites to promote orality as a major procedural value. Orality promoted
hearing of all arguments and claims and comprehensive discussion of the legal matter. It allowed
the disputing parties asking questions (interrogatio), making statements and comments on what
arbiter(s) or counterparty had previously said, making counterclaims, demands for explanations,
mutual interrogations of the disputing parties.24
Concentrated proceeding was distinctive feature of Roman arbitration which affirmed its low cost
effectiveness, efficiency and rapidity. Arbitral files documenting its operation in practice indicate
arbiter’s duty to schedule hearings frequently and continuously. Such trend was an intentional
procedural method which supported an integrated and concentrated debate, permanent awareness
of decisive facts in dispute and of the evidences presented. Different mechanisms were used to
achieve concentrated arbitral proceeding. Tabulae Pompeianae Sulpiciorum indicate that scheduling the
hearings (dies ad audiendum datio) was arbiter’s important procedural task. Hearings were scheduled

13

Efficiency, low cost effectiveness and procedural rapidity were promoted by immediacy.
Immediacy is one of the major guidelines and working principles pertinent to all types of the Roman
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cautiously with all the necessary information proclaimed to the disputing parties in their presence.25
No hearing was sustainable unless all procedural subjects were present, which explains the need of
the accuracy of schedule. The rule was softened by providing the disputing parties with possibility
to be legally represented. Awards were always rendered after the last hearing had been completed
and generally no delays were tolerated. Classical jurists paid considerable attention to defining the
time limits of arbiter’s competences and arbitration in whole. The clauses in compromissum could allow
an arbiter to extend the time or to make proper postponements.26 Though, these were exceptions,
which means that an award rendered out of the time was invalid and invalidity could not be avoided
by an unauthorized postponement.27 An arbiter could do nothing outside powers given to him by
compromissum, i.e. outside the time limits set by it.

23 Metzger, E., Roman Judges, Case Law, and Principles of Procedure, in: Law and History Review, 2004, Vol. 22,

No. 2, pars 39, 10 Jul. 2011 at: http://www.historycooperative.org/journals/lhr/22.2/metzger.html>p. 22.

24 Tabulae Herculanenses n. 77+78+80+53+92.
25 Tabulae Pompeianae Sulpiciorum n. 36-41.

26 Ulp., D.4.8.25pr.; Ulp., D.4.8.25.1; Papin., D.4.8.33.
27 Alf. Var., D.4.8.50.
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arbitration. It was facilitated by several rules which were the determinants and essentials of the
arbitral procedure. Subjects in the proceeding were bound to be present at each procedural act and
hearings.28 Absence of 1) arbiter, 2) single or more arbiters of the arbitral commission 3) any or both
disputing parties unconditionally stopped the proceedings and sequence of procedural phases. This
rule was softened with a provision that the parties may be legally represented (procuratores, patroni
causarum) in arbitral proceedings29 or, exceptionally, that they were allowed make observations and
claims in a letter.30 Subsequently, no absence excuses were sustainable. Subjects in the proceeding
were bound to attend inspection which was handled on disputed place.31 Disputing parties were
allowed to be legally represented in inspection.32 The arbiter’s position was strictly personal – he
could not be substituted.33 If there were multiple arbiters, none of them could be excluded or
substituted by another. Parties could add additional arbiter(s) neither or make reselections. Only
those arbiters who participated at hearing could render the award.34 Under this rule it is a virtue for
a decision to be made by the very person who considers the proof and hears the parties. The award
had to be rendered by an arbiter himself or by the person whom he had previously delegated for
this purpose. It had to be proclaimed orally in presence of both parties or, if they were absent, in
presence of their legal representatives. Otherwise the decision had no legal effect.
Succession into the position of the disputing parties was possible only if it had been previously
explicitly foreseen and determined in arbitral agreement. Procedural succession in arbitration was
very rare, which supports the views on immediacy regarding to disputing parties as well. Though,
procedural succession is uniformly documented both in Digest and in epigraphic sources. This
type of succession is documented when the disputant in compromisso anticipated that he should be
succeeded by his heir (heredemve). The succession of heir was not a succession mortis causa, but a
conventional procedural succession which was foreseen and arranged in the arbitral agreement.
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Identification of the exact heir who succeeded the disputant was a matter of succession mortis causa.35
3. Arbiter’s role in handling the procedure
Roman arbitration handled by boni viri and arbiter compromissarius was an adversarial proceeding with
an active role of an arbiter. Once the procedure was agreed, an arbiter had wide competences in
handling the procedure, which is, amongst other features, recognized as a distinction between him

28 Tabulae Pompeianae Sulpiciorum n. 35-39; Camodeca, G., op. cit (n. 10), pp. 106-111; Ulp., D.4.8.27.4.
29 Ziegler, K.-H., op. cit. (n. 14), p. 253; Roebuck, D. – De Loynes de Fumichon, op. cit. (n. 9), p. 159; C.I.3.1.14.4;

C.I.2.58.2pr.

30 Iul., D.4.8.49.1.
31 Cassiodorus, Variae III, 52, 8; C. I. 3.39.3.1; C. I. 3.39.3.pr.=C.Th.2.26.1.

32 Scaev., D.4.8.44; La Pira, G., op. cit. (n. 7), p. 216.
33 Martino, P., Arbiter, Biblioteca di ricerche linguistiche e filologiche, vol. 17, Roma, 1986, pp. 28-29; Ziegler, K.-

H., op. cit. (n. 11), p. 5.

34 Ulp., D.4.8.17.2; Ziegler, K.-H., op. cit. (n. 11), p. 123.
35 It is documented in Tabulae Herculanenses n. 79.
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and iudex.36 There were no procedural determinations of what he was supposed to do or fixed
constraints in handling the procedure unless the parties themselves had arranged certain clauses in
the arbitral agreement by which he was bound. In the proceedings an arbiter was allowed to do what
he thought was appropriate, convenient and practical, as well as what was objectively just and legal
for arbitration to reach the goal of rendering the final award. Selection of different modes, methods
and mechanisms of dispute resolution was left to his discretion. An arbiter was a person (private
individual) not a function which allowed him to exercise his discretion without being bound with
ius civile. The idea of arbiter’s discretion, which is in literature often proclaimed as a recognizable
feature of his activity in rendering the award and applying the substantive law, should be perceived
as a working method in exercising his procedural competences. He could choose whether to
conciliate, mediate, adjudicate, advise, determine legal matter as an expert etc. Postclassical imperial
constitutions and letters of Cassiodorus regarding arbitrium boni viri document inspections on the
disputed place where an arbiter introduced the disputing parties with how he will act, what his modus
operandi will be, on what they could expect from him and remarks on interpretations he will give.37
The constitutions of the emperor Constantius indicate arbiter’s authority to encounter procedural
abuses in inspections. Arbiter’s duty was to schedule the inspection and to call the disputing parties
to be present. If one of the disputing parties was intentionally absent with aim to prevent arbiter
and other party in taking the procedural actions, an arbiter could continue the proceeding without
stopping the inspection.38
In handling the proceeding an arbiter made procedural interlocutory decisions (de preparatione
causae).39 K.-H. Ziegler, whose views were followed by R. Knütel, differentiates arbiter’s final awards
which he describes as sententiae quae arbitrium finiunt from procedural arbitral decisions (sententiae de
preparatione causae) by which the disputing parties were given command or imposed a penalty (poena
compromissa)40. In arbitrations ex compromisso an arbiter could impose a penalty (poena compromissa) to
a party liable for not complying with arbitration, arbiter’s interlocutory decision or not fulfilling his

36 Jolowicz., H. F. – Nicholas, B., Historical Introduction to the Study of Roman Law, 3rd edition, Cambridge,

1972, pp. 182-183. See Gaius reference to iudicia divisoria: Gai, Institutiones, IV, 17. On the philosophical
perception of the iudex’s person see: Glass, X., Das Gleichnis vom guten und schlechten Richter in Senecas
de beneficiis und Ulpians Definition von Gerechtigkeit (D. 1, 1, 10), in: Forum historiae iuris (http://
www.forhistiur.de/zitat/1012glass.htm). For the comparative insight in Old Babylonian period see: Pfeifer, op.
cit. (n. 1).

37 Cassiodorus, Variae III, 52, 8; C. I. 3.39.3.1; C. I. 3.39.3.pr.=C.Th.2.26.1.
38 C. I. 3.39.3.1.

39 Decisions of procedural legal nature should not be equalled with final awards (sententiae). Sententia (→lat. sentio)

was the final award in arbitration which ended all the disputes. Sententia was a sort of bridge by which the arbitral
agreement became enforced, i.d, by which it lead to ad finiendas lites. Etymological and terminological concept
for the final decision supports this view. Technical term for arbitral decision was sententia (eng. sentence). It derives
from a verb sentio which means to feel or to perceive the nature of certain thing directly through senses. Sententia
is legal realization of sentire. It should be understood as arbiter’s proclamation of what he had noticed with his
senses and on how he noticed it taken altogether with what the disputing parties requested and claimed on
hearings.

40 Knütel, R., Stipulatio poenae: studien zur Römischen Vertragstrafe, Köln – Vienna, 1976, p. 203; Ziegler, K.-H.,

op. cit. (n. 11), p. 93.
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final award.41 Within the limits of compromissum and for purpose of achieving its goals an arbiter could
make the decisions, issue warnings, commands and interdictions.42 These procedural decisions
could be enforced by imposing the poena compromissa.43 The Digest records a penalty imposed for
inexcusable absence44 and for disregarding the deadline set by an arbiter.45 An arbiter was expected to
handle the proceeding, schedule the hearings and render the award in those days when identical or
similar proceedings were handled by the state courts. An arbiter would not be obliged to act outside
these time determinants even if such clause was inserted into the text of compromissum. Though, this

was left to his absolute discretion46 and if he wanted, he could act outside these time determinants.
In handling the procedure an arbiter should be concerned with ne propagentur arbitria 47. Classical
jurist Paulus proclaims that an arbiter should render the award having in mind that arbitrations should
not take too long to resolve the dispute. Though, ne propagentur arbitria should be understood as a
general procedural value and guideline of arbiter’s activity in time which facilitated rapidity, efficiency
and low cost effectiveness. The idea ne propagentur arbitria must be observed together with Ulpian’s
fragment mentioning modicum tempus because they both set the criterion for the arbitration to be
ended within convenient, i.e. reasonable time. Ulpianus claimed that the disputing parties should
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The adversarial proceeding was promoted by hearings which substantially became operative
through contradictory debate handled and controlled by an arbiter. The Herculanean tablet recording
an arbitral hearing held on 26th January 69 AD documents procedural peculiarities of the arbitration
ex compromisso:
„Interogationis L. Appuleium Proculum haberente palos CCC sex
qui fuerant depositi aput Nonium Primigenium“.
„L. Cominius Primus interogavit L. Appuleium Proculum haberente a se palos CCC sex ex sententia
Ti. Crassi Firmi arbitri in controversia, quae fuit de finibus fundi Numidiani L. Comini Primi et
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execute arbitral award within the reasonable time (modicum tempus).48 The idea of modicum tempus should
be understood not as a chronological constraint of award's execution only, but also as a guideline
for arbiter’s procedural activity in arbitration. Among other values, an arbiter should appreciate what
was practical, economical, easy to apply, low cost effective, rapid and convenient for both parties
in dispute and for the actual arbitration in whole.

fundi Stalsaniciniani L. Apulei Proculi, quos deposuissent apud M. Nonium Primigenium. Ibi L.

41 C.I.2.55.2.
42 Paul., D.4.8.32.18; Paul., D.4.8.32.19.
43 Ulp., D.4.8.21.9; Ulp., D.44.4.4.2.
44 Ulp., D.4.8.27.4.
45 Iavol., D.4.8.39.1.
46 Ulp., D.4.8.13.3.

47 Paul., D.4.8.32.16.
48 Ulp., D.4.8.21.12. See: Zimmermann, R., The Law of Obligations: Roman Foundations of the Civilian Tradition,

Oxford, 1996, p. 111.
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Appuleius Proculus respondit: Ego meos palos CCC sex caesos a te, qui fuerant depositi aput M. Nonium
Primigenium, recepi ex sententia Ti. Crassi Firmi arbitri“.49
This epigraphic evidence on Roman arbitration ex compromisso contains reference to the procedural
value which even today the legal science identifies as audiatur et altera pars (Ger. rechtliches Gehör;
Fre. le droit de la défense). Romans did not recognize it as theoretical principle, but they surely
felt its practical meaning in judicial proceeding and in arbitration as well50. Its practical content
manifested in different types of Roman arbitral proceedings, which is probably best documented
in aforementioned Herculanean inscription. In handling the procedure an arbiter had to stimulate
comprehensive discussions between the disputing parties and all the other procedural subjects:
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asking questions and answering them, making claims and counterclaims, giving explanations,
interpretations, expressing different views on the facts, giving judgements on the legal of
factual content etc. He could even allow cross examinations, which altogether gave considerable
contribution to fair and just administration of justice, which was one of the main purposes of the
Roman arbitration. The Herculanean inscription indicates each disputing party had to be given
opportunity to present its arguments and a chance to adequately respond to arguments of the
opposing party. Subsequently, it means that each disputing party could submit all relevant evidence
and demonstrate decisive legal facts and, on the other hand, submit counter-arguments on the claims
and evidence of the opposite party. If further importance of such views is observed within the
Roman arbitration, we can define such modus operandi as a means by which comprehensive pursuit
for the truth was promoted.
4. Schedule of hearings
Camodeca’s publication “Tabulae Pompeianae Sulpiciorum” (TPSulp.) gives a detailed and accurate
insight on how the hearings were scheduled and what their importance was. Its chapter entitled
“Iudicium arbitrale ex compromisso” contains inscriptions which document scheduling of hearings
(dies datio ad audiendum) and the perquisites for the hearing to be attended by the disputing parties.
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The arbitral proceeding was usually fragmented into hearings, unless the parties agreed that
the dispute should ultimately be resolved at a single one. Hearings were scheduled by an arbiter
in presence of both parties who could be legally represented. Epigraphic evidences51 suggest
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49 „The interrogation of L. Appuleius Proculus whether he should have been in possession of the 306 posts which had been deposited

with Nonius Primigenius.
Cominius Primus interrogated L. Apuleius Proculus whether he should haave by himself been in possession of the 306 posts by the
award of Ti Crassius Firmus, the arbiter in the dispute which was about the boundaries of the Numidian land of L. Cominius
and the Stlasanician land of L. Appuleius Proculus, which were deposited with M. Nonius Primigenius. Thereupon L. Appuleius
Proculus replied 'I received my 306 posts cut by you, which had been deposited with M. Nonius Primigenius, by the award of Titus
Crassius Firmus, the arbiter'“. Tabulae Herculanenses 77+78+80+53+92. See: Camodeca, G., Riedizione del trittico
Ercolanese: Th 77+78+80+53+92 del 26 gennaio 69, in: Cronache Ercolanesi , 24, 1994, pp. 137-146; Roebuck,
D. – De Loynes de Fumichon, op. cit. (n. 9), p. 165 (n. 10.31-33).

50 Kaser, M., op. cit. (n. 7), pp. 9, 275; Asser, D., Audi et alteram partem: a limit to judicial activity, in: The Roman

Law Tradition, Lewis A. D. E. – D. J. Ibbetson (eds.), Cambridge, 1994, p. 209 et seq.

51 M(arcus) Barbatius Epaphroditus arbiter

ex compromisso diem dedit ad audien[dum]
pr(idie) nonas Iunias in chalcidico
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several data that should be included in the schedule: (1) arbiter’s name and remark he was acting
ex compromisso; (2) full names of the disputing parties; (3) remark that the hearing was scheduled in
presence of both parties (or by their legal representatives) – utroque praesente; (4) command (iussum)
for the parties to be present (adesse) at the hearing; (5) the exact day (dies) when the hearing will take
part; (6) exact hour (hora) when the hearing will begin; (7) the purpose of the hearing expressed
by the wording ad audiendum, which indicates the hearing were conducted orally; (8) the exact place
(actum in...), day (dies), hour (hora) and year (consulibus...)52. The fragments in Digest proclaim the
arbiter could schedule the hearing and issue command to the disputing parties to be present or by
messenger or in a letter (arbiter adesse litigatores vel per nuntium vel epistulam iubere potest)53. An arbiter
could postpone the hearing, which he could do in person, by messenger or in a letter (Diem proferre
vel praesens vel per nuntium vel per epistulam potest)54.
5. The disputing parties and their representatives
Roman arbitration did not follow the determinants of civil litigation which knew of two disputing
parties whose procedural positions were dependent upon the fact whether they were plaintiffs
or defendants. Arbitration was primarily a means of dispute resolution which paid considerable
attention not to the procedural positions (actor and reus) and claims (petitiones), but rather to parties’
interests. Furthermore, Roman arbitration did not necessarily have two parties in dispute. In the
aforementioned inheritance legal matter of Ausdius Curianus, which is recorded in Pliny’s letter
to Annius Severus, there was one party only. This arbitration did not resolve the dispute, but it
Octaviano ab hora tertia in h[oram]
quintam. Actum Puteolis XII [k(alendas) Iunias],
[P(ublio) Cornelio] Dolabella [L(ucio) Annaeo Seneca co(n)s(ulibus)].
Marcus Barbatius Epaphroditus, arbitrator by mutual agreement, set the date for the hearing and ordered them to appear the day
before the Nones of June (4 June) at Puteoli in the Octavian Chalcidicum from the third hour to the fifth hour. Transacted at Puteoli
on the 12th (or 11th) day before the Kalends of June under the consuls Publius Cornelius Dolabella and Lucius Annaeus Seneca
(21 or 22 May 55). Tabulae Pompeianae Sulpiciorum, n. 35.
M(arcus) Barba[tiu]s [Epaphrodi]tus [arbiter]
ex compo[mis]so inte[r] C(aium) Sulpicium
Cinnamum [et] C(aium) [Iul]ium Pr[udente]m
coram utroqu[e pr]aesente diem
is ad audie[n]d[um] dedit adesseque
eos iussit idibus Martiis prim[i]s
Puteolis i[chalci]dico Hordioniano
ab hora t[ertia] in horam
quartam
Act(um) Put[(eolis)] XVIIII k(alendas) Ian(uarias)
Cn(aeo) Lentulo [Gaetulico]
T(ito) Curtilio M[ancia co(n)s(ulibus)]
Marcus Barbatius Epaphroditus, arbitrator by mutual agreement beween Gaius Sulpicius Cinnamus and Gaius Iulius Prudens,
in the presence of both of them set the date for the hearing and ordered them to appear the Ides of next March (15 March) at
Puteoli in the Hordionian Chalcidicum from the third hour to the fourth hour. Transacted at Puteoli on the 19th day before the
Kalends of January under the consuls Gnaeus Lentulus Gaetulicus and Titus Curtilius Mancia (14 Dec. 55). Tabulae Pompeianae
Sulpiciorum n. 36.
52 Tabulae Pompeianae Sulpiciorum n. 35-39. Camodeca, G., L'archivio puteolano dei Sulpicii 1, Naples, 1992, pp.
106-111.
53 Iul., D.4.8.49.1.
54 Ulp., D.4.8.27pr.
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examined whether the disinheritance of Asudius Curianus was legally sustainable and properly
handled.55 Though, all the other evidences on arbitration document two parties in arbitral dispute,
but no constrain was set. Therefore, especially in boundary dispute (for example in the case of
trifinium), it is imaginable that there could be more than two disputing parties, each with different
claims and interests.
Party’s position in arbitration was strictly personal, no changes or successions could take place.
Compromissa that are preserved as well as records of scheduling dies ad audiendum indicate that the
disputing party were always mentioned by their full name, which leads to the conclusion that their
personal identity was essential. Ulpianus explicitly says that compromissum (and consequently the
arbitration ex compromisso as well) ceases to exist if one of the parties dies unless the succession into
his position had been foreseen by compromissum.56 The succession of party’s procedural position
was possible only if it was defined by a special clause in compromissum.57 Practical realization of
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such circumstances is well documented in inscription of one Herculanean tablet. When the identity of
the disputing party was documented in compromissum it was said L. Cominium Primum heredemve
eius 58, which means a party named Lucius Cominius Primus can be proceduraly succeeded by
his heir. The possibility of succession had nothing to do with succession mortis causa because it
was provided by mutual agreement of the parties expressed in the text of compromissum. Therefore
the legal ground for procedural succession was compromissum, which means this succession was not
pertinent to inheritance law. Inheritance law provided legal perquisites by which a successor could be
identified in person. Though, his involvement in the arbitral procedure was completely dependent
upon the content of compromissum.
There are numerous records of juristic persons being the disputing parties in arbitrations.
Considerable fund of boundary inscriptions from Roman province of Dalmatia records tribal
communities as parties in boundary disputes, disputes over water rights and rights to access
the water sources.59 They are mentioned just as tribes (Ortoplini, Parentini, Corinienses, Salviates,
Stridonenses, Nediti) or occasionally as res publicae and identified by their tribal names (res publica
Asseriatium, res publica Alveritarum). The expressions res publicae on boundary stones should be
understood as self-governing tribal communities which were awarded with a certain degree of
municipality60. In dispute resolution proceedings tribal communities were recognized as parties
entitled to stand before an arbitral tribunal and to take all the procedural actions necessary to protect
their rights. Although some of them (especially those communities which did not reach the status
of res publicae recognized by the Romans) were not considered to be juristic persons, in judicial or

55 The case was discussed by: Ziegler, K.-H., op. cit. (n. 11), pp. 159-161; Roebuck, D. – De Loynes de Fumichon,

op. cit. (n. 9) pp. 62-63, Kaser, M., op. cit. (n. 7), pp. 28, 40, 58.

56 Ulp., D.4.8.27.1.
57 Paul., D.4.8.32.18.

58 Tabulae Herculanenses n. 79.
59 Wilkes, J. J., op. cit. (n. 14), pp. 258-274.

60 Sherwin-White, A. N., The Roman Citizenship, Oxford, 1973, p. 47.
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arbitral proceedings they were regularly awarded with the status of the party. In arbitral proceedings
they had the full capacity (ius standi in iudicio) recognized on an ad hoc basis only in a single dispute61.
The second important source on juristic persons as disputing parties in Roman arbitration is the
Histonian inscription:
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C. HLEVIDIVS PRISCVS ARBITER EX CONPROMISSO INTER Q. TILLIVM
ERYLLVM PROCURATO REM TILLI SASSI ET M. PAQVIVM AVLANIVM ACTOREM
MVNICIPI HISTONIENSIVM VTRVSQVE PRAESENTIBVS IVRATVS SENTENTIAM
DIXIT IN EA VERBA QUAE INFRA SCRIPTA SVNT 62.
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The inscription records a dispute between a private individual who was legally represented on
the contractual ground. On the other side it records municipium Histoniensium which was a party
in dispute and represented by the head of municipal community. Actor Marcus Paquius Aulanium
was entitled by his position to take legal actions in arbitration ex compromisso handled by an arbiter.
This means that actor municipii had previously arranged compromissum with a private individual. The
inscription indicates difference between municipium Histoniensium who was the disputing party and
an actor who procedurally acted on its behalf.
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A party was free to conduct his case personally and at the same time to be assisted in arbitration.
The assistant was legal advisor or an expert or a person who had better understanding of the
dispute. In their absence, the disputing parties could be represented in arbitration, which is well
documented in Roman legal sources.63 Legal representation i arbitration should be observed from
technical point of view – where a party availed himself of help – and as a means to soften strict
rules on immediacy which required parties’ presence to all procedural acts. Legal representation
was a substitute to parties’ presence in personam. The Romans realized that rigid rules on being
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personally present to all hearings eventually would stop arbitration, especially if the legal matter was
complicated to resolve or if many hearings needed to be held on different place with purpose to
discuss the dispute comprehensively.
6. The issue of the double procedure
A question could be raised whether the disputing parties in arbitration could initiate some other
proceedings (arbitral or judicial) for the purpose of resolving an identical dispute between identical
parties. The classical Roman jurists had no clear understanding of this issue: Paulus explained
the case in which the parties agreed upon ex compromisso arbitration and later, during the arbitral
proceedings, one of the parties abandoned the arbitration and initiated proceedings before the

61 See: Corpus inscriptionum latinarum V, 698 and Inscriptiones latinae selectae 5946, 5948, 5951, and 5973. On differences

between iudicium privatum and iudicium publicum see: Kaser, M. – Hackl, K., Das römische Zivilprozessrecht,
München, 1996, pp. 1-3.
62 „Gaius Hlevidius Priscus, the arbiter ex compromisso which was arranged between Quintus Tillius Eryllus, the legal representative
of Tillius Sassus, and Marcus Paquius Aulanus, the head (and representative) of Histonian municipal community. In presence
of both parties, the arbiter who had previously taken an oath, rendered the award whose wordings is written down“. Corpus
inscriptionum latinarum IX, 2827.
63 Paul., D.4.8.32.18.
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state court.64 Paulus understood this as legally possible, but a contractual penalty (poena compromissa)
was imposed nonetheless. Herculanean tablets record a prohibition of initiating successive arbitral
proceedings for an identical dispute between identical parties. If both parties abandoned the
previous arbitration to initiate another, a penalty could be imposed on them.65 A classical Roman
jurist proclaimed that good faith does not allow the same thing to be exacted twice.66 This point
of view was applicable to arbitration because it was a means of dispute resolution firmly grounded
on good faith and equity. Quintilian’s principle was bis de eadem re agere non licet.67 The identical legal
matter should not be legally examined or resolved twice.
7. The procedural context of award’s rendering
The final award (sententia) had to be rendered by an arbiter himself or by a person whom he had
delegated. It had to be proclaimed orally in presence of both parties or, if they were absent, in
presence of their legal representatives. Otherwise the award had no legal effect. Rendering of the
final award ended the arbitration and the ad hoc arbitral tribunal ceased to exist because they both
accomplished their purpose. By rendering of the award competences of the arbiter ceased to exist
(arbiter esse desierat 68) because they were consumed, which meant that the arbiter could no longer
impose penalties or exercise coercion.
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Appeals were excluded from arbitration, which is analogue to civil litigation in Roman law
(process per formulas). The case once decided before the arbitral tribunal could not be reheard or
revised on the grounds of the arbitral appeal or recourse to appellate instance. D. Roebuck and B. De
Loynes de Fumichon argued whether an appeal was possible if the disputing parties provided in their
agreement that disappointed party could appeal.69 Such view, though, can not be verified in Roman
legal sources or in documents that record arbitral practice. Recourse to another arbitral tribunal on
the grounds of the same arbitral agreement was allowed neither. All the Roman arbitral tribunals
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were established ad hoc, they were not permanent tribunals and would cease to exist immediately as
they fulfilled their purpose by resolving the dispute. Therefore, second instance did not exist and
the arbitral tribunal that had rendered the award existed no more. Furthermore, the idea of settling
dispute finally by means of arbitration denied that the award could be contested anyhow. In the
late classical period of Roman law the emperors enacted rules that no arbitral decision could be
contested at state court (previously it was possible, but a penalty – poena compromissa – was imposed

64 Paul., D.4.8.30.
65 “...ad alium ullum arbitrum interdum denuntiaretur neve iudicium moveretur a me heredeve meo cognitoremne darem

66
67
68
69

procuratoremve meum ad quem ea res pertinet pertibebit: sive quidvis adversus ea factum eirt HS duomilia probos recte dari...“.
Translation: “...do not let the dispute be brought before any other arbitrator during the arbitral proceedings and do not let the
[private] judge to change by my decision or by the decision of my successor...If anything was done against this agreement, 2000
sesterces should be paid...“. Tabulae Hercualnenses n. 82.
Bona fides non patitur, ut bis idem exigatur. Gai., D.50.17.57.
Quintilianus, Institutio oratoria VII, 6, 4.
Ulp., D.4.8.21pr.; Paul., D.4.8.19.
Roebuck, D. – De Loynes de Fumichon, B., op. cit. (n. 9), pp. 186-187.
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to the party who initiated the court proceedings).70 Though, legal practice indicates this was not
always or consistently followed.71
Strictly legal point of view reveals the arbitral award was not a procedural obstacle to initiate
judicial proceeding in the identical legal matter between the same disputing parties. Arbitrations
handled by arbiter bonus vir or arbiter ex compromisso were private proceedings pertinent to extrajudicial sphere. This means the arbitral and judicial authorities were not interdependent or somehow
connected, which raises a question on their concurrence. Contractual clauses recommended by
Cato72 and Pliny’s epistolary record of the inheritance dispute of Asudius Curianus73 explicitly say
the judicial proceeding could be initiated by pleading an action in the identical legal matter in which
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the arbitral award had been rendered.
Arrangement of poena compromissa should primarily be perceived as a mechanism to divert the
disputing parties in arbitration to initiate court proceeding during or after arbitration. It could be
imposed to the disputing party who did not execute the award or to the party who regardless
of the arbitral award initiated court proceeding in the identical legal matter. Poena compromissa was
not de iure mechanism which prevented parties to take actions at court, but it had considerable
practical (property) and psychological effect on their behaving and legal acts. If the parties wanted
to disregard the arbitral award and to plead an action at court, they would be liable for paying
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poena compromissa which was regularly set in much higher value than the value of the disputed matter
actually was.74 Papinianus identified in terrorem function of poena compromissa, which was noticed
and commented by R. Zimmermann. In terrorem function should be perceived as the psychological
purpose of poena compromissa that became operative through parties’ fear of property loss as a
consequence of rejecting performance of the arbitral award. It was in the hands of the each disputing
parties either to perform what was proclaimed by the award or to pay the penalty (which was
intentionally stipulated as in terrorem of the offending party) and resort to civil litigation.75
8. Conclusion
Deeper insight into the sources of Roman law indicates there were different types of arbitration
with different functions, mechanisms of dispute resolution and methods of pursuit for the truth.

70 C.I.2.55.1. from 213 AD proclaimed this principle following some earlier decision of the emperors on the same

matter.

71 Paul says that there were different views on this problem. Paul., D.4.8.30. See: Consultatio veteris cuiusdam

iurisconsulti 9.17.

72 „Siquid de iis rebus controversiae erit, Romae iudicium fiat“. Cato, De agri cultura, 149.
73 After the arbitral tribunal of three men had decided the reasons of disinheritance were sustainable, Asuidus

Curianus initiated a judicial proceeding in the same legal matter before the centumvirs’ court. See: Plinius,
Epistula V, 1. (Annio Severo).
74 Ulp., D. 4.8.2.; Ulp., D.4.8.3.2; especially Ulp., D.4.8.32pr. Function of poena compromissa is defined in: Ulp.,
44.4.4.3. See: Ziegler, K.-H., op. cit. (n. 11), pp. 95-96.
75 Papin., D.35.1.71.1. Zimmermann, R., Stipulatio poenae, in: South African Law Journal, 1987, p 400;
Zimmermann, R., op. cit. (n. 48), pp. 95-96.
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Roman law in concreto knew not of universal concept of arbitration.76 The Roman legal practice
indicates cumulative existence of different types of arbitrations among which the disputing parties
could select the one they considered convenient for resolution of their dispute. Though diversities
can be discerned among different types of arbitrations, the procedural guidelines and values of
Roman arbitration were common, general and universal, independently on its exact type. The
arbitral procedural values and the perpetual tensions that obviously existed among them were
specific and in many aspects different than the procedural determinants of civil litigation. Such
procedural determinants affirmed arbitration as a proceeding that in certain circumstances could be
more attractive and even the primary or the only available and rational means of dispute resolution.
When M. Godfrey wrote an article on arbitration in ius commune and Scots law he stated that
“Arbitration seems to imitate the formality of court procedure, taking account of legal rules, and yet
operate primarily within the private sphere, forming a bridge between what could be called public
and private justice“77, which is applicable to the concept and the legal nature of Roman arbitration
as well. Roman arbitral procedure has unfortunately never been systematically approached or
analytically studied in whole. Digest 4.8. contain many fragments with opinions on its practical
operation. This title of Digest, together with its other fragments and many different types of sources
of Roman law, suggest de facto existence of the law of arbitration, i.e. special rules of procedure in
Roman law pertinent exclusively to arbitration.

76 The medieval line of arbitration's development, which was firmly grounded on principles of Roman law,

confirms its conceptual diversity. Works of Roman-canon procedure regularly had a separate chapter entitled “de
arbitro et arbitratore” suggesting there were at least two different types of arbiters and arbitrations. See: Ziegler,
K.-H., ‘Arbiter, arbitrator und amicabilis compositor’, in: Zeitschrift der Savigny-Stiftung für Rechtsgeschichte,
Romanistische Abteilung, 1967, Vol. 94, pp. 376-381.
77 Godfrey, M., Arbitration in the Ius Commune and Scots Law, in: Roman Legal Tradition, vol. 2, 2004, p.122.
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